We open up a brighter future through
efficient and convenient energy solutions.
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Finance

Sales for 2018: KRW 2,484,978 million (consolidated basis)

Number of Executives
and Employees

Approximately 3,600 ppl

2016

2017

Size 	Eight plants in Korean and overseas, three research centers, seven overseas subsidiaries and
12 overseas branches
Credit Rating

AA- (Korea Investors Services and Korea Ratings)

2018

By being selected as the Top 100 Global Innovators for 8 consecutive years, which is selected by Clarivate Analytics
(formerly the Intellectual Property and Science division of Thomson Reuters) based on several factors such as “patent grant success rates”,
“global reach of patent portfolio”, “patent influence as evidenced by citations”, and “total volume of patents” among others,
LSIS has been recognized for its global top-class technological prowess.
Selected as the Global Top 3 in the Oil, Gas & Energy sector along with Total S.A. of France and Exxon Mobile of the US.
Selected as the Top 100 Global Innovators for eight consecutive years along with LG Electronics and Samsung Electronics.
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LSIS

C E O M E S S AG E

LSIS is Leading the Paradigm of
New Energy Generation
We at LSIS are leading the power system

tion in the smart energy sector (e.g., smart

and automation sectors of the national

grid, micro grid, ESS, and photovoltaic ener-

industry, concentrating all our effort and

gy) as a representative company of Korea,

energy on “product quality” and “innovative

and became the first Korean enterprise to

ideas.”

make inroads into the global high-voltage
direct current (HVDC) market. Naturally, we

Under the motto of “Futuring Smart Energy”,

have been selected as one of the Top 100

we are striving to stay ahead of the compe-

Global Innovative Businesses by Clarivate

tition in the global market with our world-

Analytics for eight consecutive years as a

class quality and technological prowess,

result of our remarkable achievements.

even in this new era of Smart Energy created by the convergence of power systems

We will not remain satisfied but we will con-

and automation.

tinue to achieve better results infinitely as a
business synonymous with first-rate quality

In the power systems field we are doing our

and excellent R&D capability, a business

utmost to expand our share of the global

that provides total solutions to customers,

market, particularly in China, the Middle

a business to be reckoned with, and a busi-

East, and Southeast Asia, while in the au-

ness that knows how to grow together with

tomation field we are making a foray into

its customers.

global markets by securing world-class
technologies.

Cha i rm a n & CEO

Furthermore, we have secured a solid posi-

5

LSIS

K E Y AC H I E V E M E N T S

AA- credit ratings
by Korea Investors Services
and Korea Ratings

Acquired ESS Unit of North America’s ESS leader Parker-Hannifin (2018)
Achieved the commercialization of FEMS in Cheongju business site (2016)

SMART ENERGY
LEADING
COMPANY

Intellectual properties (patent and design):
3,713 in Korea and 5,092 in overseas (as of December 2018)

Selected as the Top 100 Global Innovators for 8
consecutive years 2011~2018
(Thomson Reuters / Clarivate Analytics)

LSIS, a world recognized leader of
smart energy, we open up
a brighter future with the value of
trust that we build together with
our customers.

Number one player in Korea’s power device and
Developed DC 1000V air break switch for the first time in the world (2018)

system manufacturing industry

Acquired the MW ESS PCS North America UL certification (2017)

Awarded the Presidential Award for

Acquired BEMS certification for the first time in Korea (2016)

National Green Technology Grand Award (2010)

Certified as the first business in Korea that established ESS for emergency power (2016)

Awarded the Korea National Quality

Operated the MW PV-linked ESS plant for the first time in Korea (2016)

Grand Award two times (2006 and 2013)

Applied SVC to sealing system for the first time in Korea (2015)

Named Best Business in Korea for

Promoted the campus microgrid test-bed project for the first time in Korea (2015)

ten consecutive years (2008~2018)

Acquired the high-voltage ASTA international certification testing agency qualification (2013)
Developed the module for floating photovoltaic system for the first time in the world (2011)
Possessed the Power Testing & Technology Institute (PT&T) accredited as a private
company power testing and calibration laboratory for the first time in Korea (2000)

6

Awarded the Smart Factory Industry Leader Grand Award (2018, Industry Award Korea)
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LSIS

B U S I N E S S OV E R V I E W

SMART POWER
SOLUTION
We are offering power devices, systems, and solutions required for
transmission, distribution and supplying to customers electricity produced from generators. We occupy the number one player position in
the power sector and we are competing with top players in the world.

YOUR TOTAL
SOLUTION PROVIDER

LSIS is ceaselessly investing in technological developments so
that it can takeoff from beyond its current position in the industrial
power and automation sectors and emerge as a leader of the smart
energy generation that guides the generation of industry 4.0

SMART AUTOMATION
SOLUTION
LSIS offers various automation solutions from unit devices to process
control in order to effectively operate the industrial environments. Its
major products include, among others, PLC that effectively controls
devices, AC Drive that converts motor speed, Servo that meticulously
controls devices, and HMI that provides real-time monitoring of devices.

SMART RAILWAY
SOLUTION
We are offering total solutions related to production, installation, testing, operation and maintenance through cutting-edge control facilities
that are required for safe operation and efficiency of trains. As the most
experienced leader in the railway systems, our technological prowess is
recognized as the best player in the global market.

8
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LSIS

BUSINESS

SMART
POWER
SOLUTION
We are taking off beyond the number one position
in Korea’s power business sector, striving towards a global leader.
LSIS offers total solutions to safely and efficiently perform the entire processes
from power generation to final consumption. Equipped with the full line-up of
power products from low voltage to high voltage, LSIS launched the “Susol” brand
aimed at the high-end market and the “Metasol” brand aimed at the middle/lowend markets based on their outstanding technological prowess, creating constant
accomplishments in the market. Furthermore, LSIS is offering distinguished
and differentiated solutions like next-generation energy management system
pursuant to fusion of IOT, HVDC, FACTS, PCS, ESS, smart DC solutions and big
data technologies in order to energy waste and maximize efficiencies in the
process of power transmission and operation. In this way, LSIS is securing a firm
and concrete competitive power in the smart energy solution sector.

LSIS

BUSINESS

HVDC/ FACTS Project
As the sole player of the HVDC field in Korea, LSIS launched this business by establishing the HVDC manufacturing plant in Busan in 2011. Its technological prowess and
business capabilities have been recognized as evidenced by winning contracts for the
HVDC facility conversion projects in North Dangjin ~ Godeok (2014) and the Eastern
Coast ~ Shingapyeong (2018) among others. The FACTS system to improve the management system stability has also achieved commercial operation by supplying the
largest volume in the world on the basis of single substation (-225Mvar ~ +675Mvar) to
Sinjecheon substation.

World’s Largest DC Island Project
With KEPCO, LSIS established the largest DC island in the world in Seogeocha-do, Jindo-gun, Jeollanam-do, Korea (2019). Through this project, the new renewable energy
system that generates direct current such as photostatic power generation can be directly linked to the energy storage system and other facilities used battery. This in turn
reduced the process of power conversion such as necessary transformers in the existing AC power supply and improved energy efficiencies and miniaturized power supply
facilities. LSIS is leading the new energy projects in the DC distribution field, which is
at the initial stage in the global market.

Japan’s First and Largest Mega Solar Project
In 2009, LSIS entered the Japan’s photovoltaics market for the first time by Korean
companies. Based on its accumulated project experiences and technological reliability, it established Japan’s largest 40MW Mito New Town mega solar power station in
Ibaraki Prefecture (2014), Japan’s first 39MW solar power station with ESS in Chitose,
Hokkaido (2017), and the 18MW Hanamizuki mega solar power station in Ishikawa
Prefecture (2019). Based on its global-level technological prowess in the smart energy sector and EPC capabilities, LSIS has been recognized for its know-how not only
in supply of solutions but also with respect to construction, operation and maintenance
of power plants.

12
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LSIS

BUSINESS

POWER
SOLUTION
BUSINESS

With LSIS’s power solutions that interconnect ICT and distributed power solutions to its existing
power grid technologies, LSIS is creating a new paradigm in the smart grid generation.

SOLUTIONS

EMS

X-EMS

SCADA

Microgrid

DCS

Energy Management
System

Factory/ Building/ Home
Energy Management System

Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition System

Campus/Island/
Industrial complex

Distributed
Control System

The EMS is the brain and nerve network of

We offer tailored solutions to customers

This is a remote monitoring and control system

Microgrid is a small-scale power network that

As the system that enables monitoring and

the power system. As the core system of the

such as plant (FEMS), building (BEMS), and

that monitors and controls the site status

enables power generation and consumption

operation of industrial facilities and controlling of

central load dispatching office that manages

home (HEMS) in accordance with their energy

online by collecting the data from devices and

within a specific region. It uses new renewable

process, it concentrates information processing

utility integrated monitoring system for

driving, control, monitoring, and measurement,

generation, storage, and consumption. We

sensors located on site and transmitting the

energy and distributed power as its own power

and driving operation, which in turn enables the

Samsung Electro-Mechanics

etc., it performs monitoring and control of

also offer various customer values through the

data to the monitoring and control computer

sources. It is an energy system for future

improved reliability of the whole system and

power system, automatic power generation

EMS such as energy saving, efficiency driver,

located in the central monitoring center

as consumers use the energy efficiently and

the smooth management of data. LSIS offers

control and economic dispatch, power system

demand management, and emergency power

through the line and wireless communication

power network administrators control the EMS

an optimal solution that is suitable for the most

interpretation, record and storage of materials,

generator replacement.

network.

and energy solutions.

difficult processes based on the most number

Supply records
DCS, EMS, DMS, xEMS, MG

2017 Kleannara 154kV SCADA
2016 Ghana Kumasi 330kV SCADA
2016 	Established the company-wide power and

2016 	Kuwait Causeway main link SCADA
2016 	Hanhwa Q Cells Jincheon 2nd Stage 154kVA
SCADA
2016 LG Chem Poland SCADA

and simulation exercise of load dispatcher

of supply records in Korea and experiences of

among others.

development, design, manufacturing, and trial runs.

2016 	Repair and maintenance of KPX’s
next-generation EMS
2016 	Established the DC island based distribution
power and load-linked system
2015 Iraq Bismayah 108NT DMS
2015 Nigeria gas turbine control system
2015 	Philippine Iligan power plant 2nd overseas
monitoring system
2014 	KEPCO Anjwa island MG control system
2014 	Dangjin thermal power plant I~IV desulfurization main control system
2014 	Established Incheon water operation center
2014 	Vietnam Hoa Khanh Tay water treatment
monitoring and control system
2013 	Ilsan combined heat & power plant II S/T
main control system
2013 KOGAS RTU system
2012 Iraq DCC SCADA, DMS
2012 Iran DMC main control system
2011 	Established KPX’s next-generation EMS
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Korea Power Exchange’s (KPX) Next-Generation

LSIS Cheongju Business Site FEMS

Incheon International Airport Substation

Seoul National University Campus MG

Ilsan Combined Heat & Power Plant 2 S/T Main

EMS Establishment Project | As the power

Establishment Project | By applying ESS, PV

Power SCADA System Establishment Project

Establishment Project | The project that

Control System Establishment Project |

control system that plans the national power

generation system, high-efficiency inverter

| The project that established the power

established microgrid in the SNU, which has the

The project that established the integrated

network’s power supply for 24 hours and

and smart meter, etc. based on the energy

facility monitoring, remote reading, preventive

largest power consumption volume in Korea. It

monitoring system for controlling of heat

operates and manages it on a real-time basis,

efficiency operation and management system

diagnosis system, perimeter and light control

developed a multi-layered microgrid integrated

recovery boiler (#5, #6 HRSG), 300MW steam

the project demonstrated our technological

to the existing automation production process

system, CCTV system interface, integrated

management technology, established the

turbine (#2 ST), and auxiliary devices (district

prowess as we established the central EMS

lines, we established the FEMS that integrates

information system, and electric power supply

campus 4 hours independent operation system,

heating heat exchangers, etc.).

(Naju, Cheonan and Seoul) and Jeju EMS, which

LSIS’s know-how.

automation system.

and accomplished the IoT-based Big Data

overall manage Korea’s power system, with

analysis and energy saving.

genuine domestic technologies.
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LSIS

BUSINESS

POWER
SOLUTION
BUSINESS

Based on cutting-edge power technologies that can maximize the efficiency and
stability of power supply, LSIS has established high-tech power solution ranging from
power station to power substation/transmission/distribution and customers.

SYSTEMS

HVDC/ High Voltage
Direct Current System

FACTS/ Flexible AC
Transmission System

High-Voltage Substation System

Low & Medium Voltage
Switchgears

ESS/ Energy
Storage Systems

Photovoltaic System

It is a transmission methodology by which,

The FACTS increased the system’s flexibility

LSIS produces the PDPS that constantly

Low & medium voltage switchgears are

The ESS is a system that stores power in

LSIS, who launched the PV business in 1996

after converting AC power generated from

by introducing the control technology that

monitors the functions and performances of

designed / manufactured from low voltage

batteries and enables the use of such stored

for the first time in Korea, has been offering

power plants to DC and transmitting them to a

uses power semiconductor devices to AC

major power facilities including GIS and high-

of 1000V or less to 36kV in accordance with

power when required. It is a cutting-edge

various power generation systems such as

recipient region, DC is again reconverted to AC

electric power transmission lines. It improved

voltage transformers that are applied to high-

various international specifications such as

power system that can not only increase

home, industrial, and floating PV and achieving

in the recipient region before supply of power.

the quality and stability of electricity by

voltage power systems and thereby prevents

IEC, ANSI, and JEM. They have high barriers

the use of new renewable energy but also

the best power generation efficiencies based

As an eco-friendly method for which there is no

supplementing a shortcoming of AC system.

errors and accidents in advance and efficiently

and top reliability and they are applied widely

maximize the efficiency and stability of power

on its lengthy experiences of supplying various

manages records and DB of each device.

from generators and substation facilities to

supply.

PV systems for the last 30 years as well as

restriction to the distance of transmission, there
is less loss of power, and distribution-linkage with

buildings and apartments in various industries.

its top-class power electronic technological

new renewable energy complexes is available, it

In particular, by applying LSIS’s power devices,

prowess.

offers highly stable electricity quality.

they realize the optimal system protection and
reliable power supply.

Jeju HVDC Test-Bed Complex | LSIS, through

STATCOM | As a facility that improves the

High-voltage transformers and GIS | HVTs are

Metal Clad Switchgear (MCSG) | As a product

PCS/ Power Conditioning System | The PEBB

PV Module and PV Inverter | PV modules that

the collaborative research with KEPCO, LS

quality and stability of electricity of AC

designed / manufactured in accordance with the

with the best protection rate amongst air

(Power Electronics Building Block) that applied

are applied to PV systems offer various output

Cable & System, and Taihan Electric Wire for

transmission system, LSIS’s STATCOM utilizes

IEC and ANSI specifications and produced for

insulated switchgears, LSIS can offer a solution

3 level topology based on the power electronic

and high efficiencies. LSIS offers not only

the development of Korean HVDC technology,

the voltage MMC technology. The STATCOM

up to maximum voltage of 550kV and maximum

tailored to customers’ needs since it provides the

technology and the modular scalable PCS that

ground-level but also floating modules. The

established the HVDC test-bed complex in

offers the best performance in the optimal

capacity of 800MVA. GIS is produced from

full line-up including large capacity / high barrier

applied the technology in which up to 16 units

PV inverter series, which offers the optimal

Hanlip, Jeju, installed its own developed

space. LSIS possesses a total solution in this

rated voltage of 25.8kV to 420kV and it is the

models. It enhanced users’ safety by creating a

can be operated in parallel can independently

solutions in linkage with PV modules, are

products, and thereby successfully completed

field evidenced by its supply of 300 Mvar to

most compact space-saving GIS amongst the

compartment with metal partitions and applying

operate their own PEBB each.

consisted of various products.

the verification of performance.

North Dangjin~Godeok.

equivalent scope of rated voltages.

various mechanical locking devices.
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LSIS

BUSINESS

POWER
SOLUTION
BUSINESS

With innovative products and technologies,
LSIS aims to create more customer value by being driven on the aspirations of
our customers and it is cultivating sustainable growths through
its top-class product quality and reliability.

DEVICES

Major Products Category
High Voltage

Medium Voltage
Equipment

Low Voltage
Equipment

Protection &
Measurement

LSIS is supplying from VCB with high-barrier

LSIS produces MCCB, ELCB, ACB, MS, and

In order to realize the intelligence and

capacity to VI, which is a core part of VCB, as

relay, etc. in the low voltage equipment

information-orientation of power devices, LSIS

well as VC, PF, RMU, ALTS, LBS, and ASS.

field. By focusing on the development of

is offering the cutting-edge informatization

high-functional, miniaturized, module, and

technologies in the power industry fields by

LBS

digitalized products in line with the global

applying the latest digital network system

ALTS

trend, LSIS’s products stand shoulder-to-

integration technology to the entire power

shoulder with global products.

systems ranging from power transmission to

VCB
VCS
PF

ASS

Transformer

DC Component

LSIS is producing various types of

LSIS is offering the optimal DC solutions in line

transformers to the maximum rating of 36kV

with the DC high voltage and large capacity

and the rated capacity of 25MVA. Customized

trends in the new renewable energy market.

production that is tailored to the customers’

Based on customer satisfaction, LSIS is fully

requests is available, leading to praises from

committed to R&D in order to achieve the

Korea and overseas.

Global No. 1 status.

customers.

RMU
Transformer
Low Voltage
MCCB/ELCB
SDB devices
CP
SPD
MC/MS
EMPR
Mini MC
MMS
ACB
DC Relay
Protection and Measurement
GIPAM
DPR
Susol VCB | Vacuum circuit breakers (VCB) is

Susol MCCB | Assembled a switch and trip

X GIPAM | As the next-generation digital power

Metasol/ Susol TR | LSIS is producing Metasol

Electric Vehicle and Industrial Relays | LSIS is

a product that is installed in high & medium

structure, etc. into an insulated container,

protection and monitoring device made with

mold transformers that satisfy the standard

producing relays for electric vehicles, which are

voltage transmission lines and protects life and

it can switch on and off an electric circuit

LSIS’s accumulated power-related experiences

consumption efficiency and minimum

installed between batteries and load of electric

utilization equipment at the time of occurrence

with currents either manually or through

and technologies, it possesses IEC61850,

consumption efficiency as well as Susol

vehicles to perform the roles of stable supply

Power Quality Analytical Device

of abnormal currents such as overcurrent,

electrical operation. The device automatically

setting group, power PQ and various control /

mold transformers that satisfy customers’

and disconnection of power, and industrial

GIMAC

short circuit, and line to ground fault, etc.

disconnects electrical currents in cases of

monitoring functions, which renders it easy to

diverse needs with their enhanced earthquake-

relays, which are used for new renewable

by disconnecting the circuit with a separate

abnormal conditions such as overloads and

establish the power protection and monitoring

resistant function, impulse voltage function

energy and transportation system and perform

external relay pursuant to the vacuum arc-

short circuits.

system.

and outstanding short circuit force, moisture

the roles of supply and disconnection of power

resistance, and flame resistance.

in batteries and DC load.

IMC-III (Intelligent Motor Controller)
GIMAC
SDC-500

Digital Power Measurement Device
Digital DC Meter

18

extinguishing method.
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LSIS

BUSINESS

SMART
AUTOMATION
SOLUTION
LSIS’s automation solutions are creating
Core solutions from production facilities to information systems
LSIS offers various automation solutions from factory machines to process control systems
to effectively operate industrial sites. We provide 1) PLC for device control; 2) AC drive for
motor speed/frequency control; 3) servo for motion control; 4) and HMI for monitoring/
controlling field devices on a real-time basis. For smart factory solutions, we offer
optimized information services with collective information to achieve improved industry
efficiency and energy saving.

LSIS

BUSINESS

Production System Optimized Smart Factory Project
LSIS has established a smart factory solution that grafted IoT technologies to the
factory automation solution in Cheongju Plant, which manufactures low voltage circuit breakers and switches. The solution enabled the operation of flexible production system under the application of Advanced Planning System (APS), which in turn
enabled automatic production management from production planning to order for
materials. It was also applied to the production lines and achieved the automation of
entire processes such as assembly-inspection-packaging, etc. By doing so, LSIS is
leading the manufacturing industry’s innovation and new energy industries.

Incheon / Gimpo Airport Boarding Bridge
Control System Project
LSIS established the boarding bridge control automation systems in Korea’s largest
airports, Incheon International Airport and Gimpo International Airport, in 2015. The
project enabled the airport central monitoring offices to monitor/manage airplane
data and control boarding bridges through high-speed links and long-distance
communications system under the applications of LSIS’s SCADA and XGT PLC. By
establishing a successful reference in the airport system for which precision and
stability are the crucial values, the technological prowess of LSIS was once again
recognized as Korea’s best automation solution provider.

Russia World Cup 2018 Project
LSIS supplied various Drive products to major stadiums of Russia World Cup 2018.
In each stadium around Russia where a largest global event took place under the attention of everyone from around the world, the installations of LSIS’s Drives made a
significant contribution to the efficient control and energy saving of HVAC cooperation system. The project reconfirmed the status of LSIS as a global player taking a
leap forward.
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LSIS

BUSINESS

INDUSTRIAL
AUTOMATION
BUSINESS

With a diverse range of automation solution products for increased industry efficiency and
energy saving, LSIS is opening up the era of Industry 4.0.

Motion Controller

PLC

HMI

Servo

AC Drive

Gearbox

It creates the trajectories that the motors

Programmable Logic
Controller

Human Machine
Interface

Servo is a device to operate motors through

It is a device that can save energy by

Gearbox is a device connected to motor shaft

feedback in accordance with precise location

converting the frequencies of power supplied

and delivers reduced speed and increased

and speed by controller.

by normal power and controlling the motor’s

torque due to load.

PLC is an industrial control system that

HMI presents information to an operator

continuously monitors the state of input

or user about the state of a process, and to

devices and makes decisions based upon

accept and implement the operators control

a program to control the output devices of

instructions.

follow in order to meet the desired
commands.

rotation speed or torque.

discrete and process automation.

S100, H100, G100 | G100 is a small and medium sized standard general-purpose drive
equipped with user functions and efficiencies
iXP2 Series | iXP2 series are LSIS’s premium

for various industries. With S100 high-perfor-

next-generation HMI products. They have a

mance drive, it supports powerful sensorless
control and a variety of field network. More-

strong durability with aluminum body and offer

XMC-E32A | Standalone motion controller
offers enhanced motion solutions based on

XGT / XGB Series | Next-generation PLC line-

convenience like smart phone interface with

L7NH | Based on EtherCAT network, it offers

over, H100 products, as the HVAC/Pump -

SSS, HSS Series | LSIS planetary gearbox pro-

cutting- edge technology with G - code and

up offering powerful engineering environ-

enhanced IoT functions and various touches

powerful functions with high-performance

exclusive drive, offer outstanding energy sav-

vides customers with maximum output torque

coordinate system functions for NC and robot

ment with open-network, fast processing

and gesture motions. They allow users to

vector, precision and speed control in various

ing effects in the HVAC and water treatment

& efficiency and minimum noise & backlash

operation with fast EtherCAT communication.

speed, compact size and innovative software.

monitor and manage on a real-time basis.

applications.

industries.

solutions.
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LSIS

SMART
RAILWAY
SOLUTION
Backed by technological prowess is the railway signals,
communications, and power sectors, LSIS is supplying optimal

BUSINESS

RAILWAY
INFRASTRUCTURE
BUSINESS

Railway Power System

Signal System

As a system to supply power to railway-

It is a system that handles train intervals,

related facilities such as trains and stations,

train routes, driving security and

it enables stable operation of all railway-

informatization facilities through various

related facilities and safe protection of trains

signal and communication facilities that are

from any accidents.

suited to the characteristics of railway by
applying the comprehensive train control

smart railway solution with improved safety and reliability to the

(signal / communication) system and
engineering technologies.

domestic and overseas markets.

Railway Power System | Based on the

LTran-RX™ (LSIS European Train Control

power business experiences that are

System Level 2) | By using the SRS (Station

accumulated for more than 40 years in the

Radio Set) basis and applying the ICT

power transmission and distribution fields,

technologies like LTE-R, it is based on the

LSIS offers integrated power facilities with

KRTCS (Korean Radio based Train Control

demonstrated reliability and safety in order to

System), which is perfectly interoperable with

enhance the railway operation’s convenience.

the global standard in the form of ETCS Levels

As power facilities related to AC or DC

1 and 2. The crucial aspect is guaranteeing

supplied to railway substations and railways

the reliability and safety of trains that drive

are supplied in a bundle, it renders repair and

at up to 350km/h. LSIS offers improved

maintenance to be an easy task. Also, LSIS

safety with its accumulated experiences and

offers the electric facility management and

expertise regarding interlocking, drive control

operation service, which has the effect of

and accident prevention.

reducing a risk of accident, which is fatal to
railway infrastructure.
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LSIS

RESE ARCH & DE VELOPMENT

RESEARCH &
DEVELOPMENT

Leading the company’s growth based on
high-quality R&D organizational culture
While the R&D investment ratio of the Korean heavy electric machinery industry is
around 2.8% on average, LSIS is investing 6% of its sales amount to R&D.

Anyang R&D Campus
LSIS is providing top-class infrastructures to support its
researchers’ stronger capabilities. The building equipped with
the changing seat reservation system, wireless-based network,
Creative Zone, and Café among others offers a creative R&D
environment. LSIS has also introduced the reward system for
enhancement of motivation and establishment of result creationoriented organizational culture.

Top-class R&D infrastructure in the industry
While the R&D investment ratio of the Korean heavy electric machinery industry

Establishment of company-wide technology infrastructure
for stronger business competitiveness

is around 2.8% on average, LSIS is investing 6% of its sales amount to R&D. Also,

By establishing the Control Tower, LSIS is systematically conducting the company-

LSIS is enhancing its technology development and competitiveness by operating
its own power testing & technology institute for the first time as a private entity. In
order to secure constant future growth drivers, LSIS is pursuing the discovery of
new market project seeds.

Establishment as the 1st Mover
in the Smart Grid sector

of capabilities in the Big 5 Common Basic Technologies (communications, S/W,
interpretation, safety, and EMC), selection and securing of issue technologies,
and establishment of foundation of materials research. LSIS is also pursuing the
establishment of C4 (CAD, CAE, CAM, CAT) development system and H/W and S/W
platform based module product development for accelerated R&D.

vitalization of existing major businesses, advanced securing of future businesses

Selected as a Top 100 Global Innovator for
8 consecutive years

in the form of eco-friendly / green and next generation business growth engines,

LSIS has been selected as a Top 100 Global Innovator for 8 consecutive years

LSIS’s R&D sector is maximizing R&D performance and efficiency through the

and establishment of R&D productivity improvement system. In particular, in order
to establish the 1st Mover status in the Smart Grid sector, LSIS is concentrating
its R&D efforts to secure core capabilities and successful foundations of nextgeneration businesses such as HVDC.

28

wide technological capabilities enhancement activities such as enhancement

(2011~2018) pursuant to creation of standard patents and strengthening of
domestic and overseas IP portfolio in the power and automation technologies and
energy fields.
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LSIS

Q UA L I T Y & S E R V I C E

QUALITY &
SERVICE

World Best Quality and Service!
We Satisfy Global Customers.
LSIS is enhancing customer satisfaction by performing verifications of various on-site
conditions and comparative tests with competing products, etc. through the operation of R&D
test laboratories and producing high-quality products.

Quality management that meets the global standard

Power Testing & Technology Institute

The quality management system in the production sites is the most important

Equipped with a short circuit testing facility of 2,000MVA capacity (first in the

part to take a leap forward to become a leading company. LSIS is enhancing

Korean private sector), high voltage testing facility, and reliability testing facility,

customer satisfaction by performing verifications of various on-site conditions

LSIS offers a global top class testing and evaluation services as a KOLAS-

and comparative tests with competing products, etc. and producing high-quality

accredited testing laboratory. Moreover, through strategic partnerships with

products pursuant to the operation of R&D test laboratories. LSIS’s such quality

overseas accredited testing laboratories including the UL (US safety standard), CE

management activities are leading to the acquisition of various certifications and

(EU certificate), ASTA (UK), KEMA (the Netherlands), and CESI (Italy), its test and

awards and building a foundation to realize the quality of global standard that can

evaluation reports are mutually recognized – rendering it as a testing laboratory

compete in the overseas market.

center with global recognition and trust.

Quality management accomplishment demonstrated by
winning the Korea National Quality Grand Award

Web-based customer service

LSIS has equipped itself with the advanced quality management system, which

full commitments to customer services by offering various technical information,

applied quality to the entire process of management, and it was awarded the Korea
National Quality Grand Award twice – for the first time by a Korean company – in
2006 and 2013 after undergoing the evaluations based on the global standard of
MB (Malcolm Baldrige) criteria. LSIS’s various award records ranging from Quality

LSIS offers web-based customer services from anywhere around the world. It gives
prompt responses to questions, and precise service record details among others.
Moreover, by establishing the Supply Chain Management System that achieved
the integrated management of purchase, production, and sale, LSIS is leading the
e-business in the industrial power and automation sectors.

Grand Award to Industry Standardization Award, Production Innovation Award,
and Eco-Management Award, etc. demonstrate its efforts to implement quality
management.
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LSIS

C O R P O R AT E S O C I A L R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y

CORPORATE
SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

We Open Up the Sustainable Future based on Fulfillment
of Corporate Ethics and Responsibilities.
As a reliable partner that supports socially marginalized classes and future generations
with visions and potentials, LSIS is sincerely pursuing and promoting a range of projects to
contribute to the society.

Global Sharing Project –
‘LS University Student Overseas Volunteer Group’

Environment Cleaning Program,

LSIS is carrying out overseas volunteer programs that assist overseas volunteer

in connection with the local communities, LSIS’s executives and employees

groups – consisted of university students, LSIS’s executives and employees, and

volunteer groups are carrying out various activities such as EM (Effective

NGO experts – to share love and care with children in developing countries.

Microorganisms) soil ball throwing, collection of rubbish, and removal of plants

‘Let’s Make Green with LSIS’
For the preservation of ecosystem and resolution of environmental problems

disturbing the ecosystem.

Children’s Science Class ‘LS Dream Science’
LSIS is providing science classes where LSIS’s executives and employees and
university students act as mentors for children to offer opportunities of science
practices and various cultural experiences, which can lead to more interests in
their school classes.

Timely Tailored Support Programs
LSIS is providing various supports to low-income and marginalized classes in the
regions such as delivery of winter clothing, lunch box gifts in Korean thanksgiving
days, and air-conditioning items among others.

Children’s Music Education, ‘LS Dream Orchestra’
LSIS is hosting regular music concerts to support children’s music education so
that they can nurture their passion and find talents for music and grow up to be
further sound in heart and mind as well.
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LSIS

H I S T O RY

Era of Value Management
Opening up the future
of smart energy
2015 ~

2019. 01 	Selected as a Top 100 Global Innovator for
eighth consecutive year
2018. 12 	Acquired ESS unit of North America’s ESS leader
Parker-Hannifin
2018. 04 	Finished the work for the construction of xMW ESS-linked PV
plant at the Hwamyeong Water Treatment Plant in Busan
2017. 06 	Named Best Business in Korea for ten consecutive years
(Korea Enterprises Federation)
2017. 03 	Named one of the world’s top 100 businesses in patent
applications in Europe (European Patent Office)
2016. 09 	Anyang R&D Campus certified as the first business that
established ESS
2016. 09 	Selected as the best business in automobiles in terms of
KW-QEI for four consecutive years
2016. 04 	Acquired the MW ESS PCS North America UL certification for
the first time in the world
2016. 03 	Anyang R&D Campus acquired BEMS certification
for the first time in Korea
2016. 03 	Achieved the commercialization of FEMS (factory energy
management system) in the second business site, Cheongju

Era of Growth and Innovation
Takeoff as a global leader
2008 ~ 2014

2015. 03

R&D Campus in Anyang completed

2015. 01

Proclaimed LSIS’s value management

2013. 11

Awarded USD 500 million Export Tower

2013. 11 	Awarded the Korea National Quality Grand Award (39th National
Quality Competition)
2011. 11 	Selected as a Thomson Reuters Top 100 Global Innovator
for the first time
2011. 10

Completed Busan HVDC factory

2010. 10

Established Japan’s Tokyo subsidiary

2010. 05 	Green Technology Certification acquired for the first time
in Korea and in the largest number

History of Challenges Towards Future

Era of Challenge
Became the leader
in the Korean power and
automation sectors
1996 ~ 2007

Since its foundation in 1974, LSIS has grown into Korea’s best

2009. 10

Established Europe’s Amsterdam subsidiary

2007. 11

Awarded the Best Korean Company Award for the first time

2007. 02

Established UAE’s Dubai subsidiary

2006. 11 	Awarded the Korea National Quality Grand Award (32nd National
Quality Competition)
2005. 09

Established China’s Wuxi subsidiary

2005. 03

Changed the company name to LSIS, Co., Ltd.

2003. 11

Spun off to the LS Corporate Group

2000. 08 	Power Testing & Technology Institute (PT&T) accredited as a
Testing and Calibration Laboratory by the Korea Laboratory

industrial power and automation business. After spinning off

Accreditation Scheme (KOLAS), a government agency

as the LS corporate group in 2003, it declared its CI for the
current company name in 2005 and announced its new mission
continue to strive towards opening up the future of smart energy

Era of Beginning
Pioneered the power and
automation industries in Korea

with its outstanding quality and R&D capabilities.

1974 ~ 1995

of “Futuring Smart Energy” for a new launch in 2015. LSIS will

2000. 06

Completed China’s Dalian factory

1997. 06

Established Vietnam’s Hanoi subsidiary

1995. 09 	Merger with Goldstar Instrument & Electric Co., Ltd and
Goldstar Electric Machinery Co., Ltd.
1995. 02

Changed the company name to LG Industrial Systems

1994. 07

LG Industrial Systems Co., Ltd.’s IPO

1987. 03 	Changed the company name to Goldstar Industrial
Systems Co., Ltd.
1974. 07

34

Established Lucky Packing Co., Ltd.
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GLOBAL NET WORK

HQ
Domestic Business Sites
Research Centers

Anyang
R&D center

Head office
Cheonan

Overseas Production Subsidiaries

Cheonan factory
Automation R&D center

Overseas Sales Subsidiaries

Cheongju factory 1

Overseas Branches

Cheongju factory 2
Cheongju

Power device R&D center

Global Service Centers

PT&T(Power Testing
& Technology Institute)

Global R&D Centers
Countries Present In: 77 Countries

Busan
Busan factory

Global Network Reaching Out
to the Global Stage

Since its foundation in 1974, LSIS has been gaining most trust and confidence from the worldwide market
based on its outstanding technological prowess and qualities. Currently equipped with eight plants in
Korea and overseas, five research centers, seven overseas subsidiaries and 12 overseas branches, LSIS is
taking off beyond Korea and towards the global stage.

R&D

Anyang R&D Campus
Basic fields of industrial power and
electronics and fields relating to
automation control devices
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Factory

Electrotechnology R&D Center
Fields relating to power devices
and power systems

Automation R&D Center
Fields relating to PLC and drives

Power Testing & Technology
Institute
Designated as a KOLAS-accredited
testing laboratory

Cheongju Business Site
Power devices (MCCB, ACB, VCB, and Mold TR,
etc.), low & medium voltage switchgears, and ultrahigh voltage devices (GIS and Oil-TR)

Cheonan Business Site
Automation (PLC, AC Drive, HMI,
DCS, and PV Modules)

Busan Business Site
Ultra-high voltage transformer,
HVDC, and FACTS

Wuxi Business Site (China)
Power devices

Dalian Business Site (China)
Switchgears / high-voltage
switches

Hanoi Business Site (Vietnam)
Low & medium voltage switchgears
and mold TR
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We Prepare for the Future of World
Subsidiaries of LSIS
LSIS’s subsidiaries are LS Energy Solutions who is
targeting the global smart energy market with the
acquisition of North America’s largest ESS unit of Parker
Hannifin, LS Metal who manufactures copper pipe and
STS steel pipe, LS Mecapion who produces industrial
electronic devices, and LS Sauter who builds BAS/IBS
and GBS systems.

Leading Solution Group in the World
LS
Since its spin-off from the LG corporate group in 2003
with the goal of stronger specialties of each corporate
group, the LS corporate group has been accelerating
its growth, presenting a model example of a successful
corporate spin-off. The LS corporate group is currently
consisted of 48 affiliates centered on seven major
companies and its major companies occupy the number
one competitiveness position in each of their own fields.
Each affiliate of the LS corporate group will continue to
develop as global leaders in order to create bigger values
under the management philosophies of LS partnership.

We open up a brighter future through
efficient and convenient energy solutions.

